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The Kern National Network for Flourishing in Medicine looks forward to your contribution(s)
to the 2023 KNN Annual Conference and the important work of elevating character, caring,
practical wisdom and flourishing in the profession of medicine. The 2023 conference will be
held in Milwaukee from the afternoon of Wednesday, September 20, 2023 to noon on Friday,
September 22, 2023 and will have a particular focus on the innovative ways that
flourishing is being integrated into medicine's learning and practice environments. For more
information on the KNN's definition and framework for flourishing, please click here.

Strong abstracts will be those that include:

evidence-based practices
innovative programming or pilots
multi-institutional involvement
clear connection to one or more elements of the KNN Framework for Flourishing
interactivity for conference attendees

If your submission is accepted, each presenter** is required to register for the conference at
the $95 introductory rate, as well as cover their own travel and lodging (a hotel block will be
available for conference guest bookings). Conference meals will be provided.

**The KNN is committed to involving medical students in the KNN Annual Conference.
Student co-presenters will be waived the $95 conference fee and students listed as lead
presenters (1 per accepted submission) will have hotel accommodations paid by the KNN.

We are accepting submissions in the following categories: 

presentations (60-minute sessions on an innovative project/program that advances
flourishing in medicine. May be programmed with other presenting group(s).
Presentation should leave time for questions and discussion.)
workshops (75 to 90-minute interactive sessions that introduce participants to an
innovative practice, tool or skill they can take back to their sites for adaptation or
implementation)
roundtables (30 to 60 minute discussions on a topic or question with a group of up to
10)
poster (2-hour in-person cocktail reception where program/project or research is
shared and a representative is available to answer questions; posters will also be
shared online through the KNN Online Community; at least one person from your
project must attend in-person to present at the poster reception)
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The deadline for all submissions is midnight Pacific Time (PT) on Friday, March 31, 2023.
Acceptance notifications will be sent via email by mid-May. If you have any questions as you
are completing this form, please contact the KNN Program Office at:
knnconference@mcw.edu

*Note: You are welcome to submit multiple proposals, please use one form for each
submission.

Proposed Title*

Enter the FULL TITLE of your submission. Please list exactly as you would want it to be
printed for attendees.

Characters: 0/150
0/40

KNN Framework Focus Area*

Although sessions may address multiple focus areas, please choose a primary focus from
the dropdown. See the definitions for each focus area in the KNN's Framework for
Flourishing.

Abstract/Presentation Description*

Describe the project/program/innovation. Why is the topic important and relevant to
medicine? Include how it relates to character, caring, practical wisdom and/or advancing the
movement toward flourishing in medicine. For KNN definitions, see the KNN Framework for
Flourishing.

Characters: 0/1300

Keywords

Please provide up to 5 keywords for your session.
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Session Learning Objectives

List 3 – 5 learning objectives of the session. NOT required for poster submissions.

Session Outline

Share the key activities for your session and include timing. Please address specific
strategies you will use to engage participants throughout the session. NOT required for
poster submissions.

0/750

Session Type

Choose all of the session types that would work for your abstract submission. See
descriptions for session types at the top of this form.

Presentation

Workshop
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Roundtable

Poster

Alternate Format Interest

If my submission is not selected for one of the session types above, I would be willing to
present my work as:

Poster

Part of a Panel

None of the above

Presenter Contact Information*

Please enter contact information for all the presenters on your submission, beginning with
your lead contact first. The lead contact is required to ensure that all co-presenters have
reviewed and agreed to the submission.

Author

Presenting*

Affiliation 1

Presenter Policies and Acknowledgement

If your proposal is accepted, you will need to agree to our presenter terms and conditions when
submitting your RSVP. These policies clarify our expectations for presenters and help us deliver an
exceptional educational experience. Among other things, they include the following:

All travel costs (i.e. airfare, mileage, hotel accommodations) to attend are the
responsibility of each presenter (see exception for 1 lead student presenter per submission
as described above).

Job Title* First Name* Last Name*

Degree(s) Email*

Is this a student co-presenter?*

Has the student sought permission to be released for the conference?*

Name as you wish it to appear in the program:*

Institution*

+ ADD ANOTHER AFFILIATION

+ ADD ANOTHER AUTHOR
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All sessions must be educational in nature. Proposals that sound like advertisements of a
product or service will not be accepted. If you are a supplier of products or services, be
sure your proposal focuses on a relevant topic, concept, or idea. 
All presenters will adhere to conference and presentation requests from the KNN and will
respond in a timely manner based on the deadlines created. Presentations and session
materials are subject to review and approval by KNN.
Submitted session materials for accepted proposals may be featured in KNN materials,
including, but not limited to, printed media, social media, website, conference app, etc.
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